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The lack of resolution has a negative impact on the performance of image-based
biometrics. Many applications which are becoming ubiquitous in mobile devices do
not operate in a controlled environment, and their performance significantly drops
due to the lack of pixel resolution, since it decreases the amount of information
available for recognition [42].

While many generic super-resolution techniques have been studied to restore
low-resolution images for biometrics [55, 74], the results obtained are not always
as desired. Those generic super-resolution methods are usually aimed to enhance
the visual appearance of the scene. However, producing an overall visual enhance-
ment of biometric images does not necessarily correlate with a better recognition
performance [6, 30]. Such techniques are designed to restore generic images and
therefore do not exploit the specific structure found in biometric images (e.g. iris
or faces), which causes the solution to be sub-optimal [22]. For this reason, super-
resolution techniques have to be adapted to cater for the particularities of images
from a specific biometric modality [8].

In recent years, there has been an increased interest in the application of super-
resolution to different biometric modalities, such as face iris, gait or fingerprint [61].
This chapter presents an overview of recent advances in super-resolution reconstruc-
tion of face and iris images, which are the two prevalent modalities in selfie biomet-
rics. We also provide experimental results using several state-of-the-art reconstruc-
tion algorithms, demonstrating the benefits of using super-resolution to improve the
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quality of face and iris images prior to classification. In the reported experiments,
we study the application of super-resolution to face and iris images captured in the
visible range, using experimental setups that represent well the selfie biometrics
scenario. The chapter begins with a general introduction to image resolution, in-
cluding the usual mathematical formulation, a brief taxonomy of super-resolution
methods, and performance metrics. We then focus on face biometrics, describing
recent super-resolution methods adapted for this biometrics including experimental
results. Another section on iris super-resolution follows with a parallel structure.
The chapter ends with a summary and an outlook of future trends.

1 Image Super-Resolution

The performance of biometric recognition systems and the quality perceived by the
human visual system (HVS) is significantly affected by the resolution of the im-
age. These images can be up-scaled using classical interpolation schemes used in
several commercial software such as bilinear and bicubic interpolation [32]. These
methods use kernels that assume that the image data is either spatially smooth or
band-limited and usually reconstruct blurred images [75]. More sophisticated inter-
polation methods were proposed in [11, 72] that manage to restore sharper images at
the expense of generating visual artefacts in texture-less regions of the image. While
more advanced interpolation schemes manage to restore sharper images, they fail to
reliably restore texture detail which is important for biometric recognition systems.

Several researchers have proposed more advanced techniques that recover the
lost high-frequency information. These methods usually formulate the problem us-
ing the following acquisition model

X = DBY+η (1)

where X is the observed low-resolution image, B is the blurring kernel, D is the
down-sampling matrix, η represents additive noise and Y is the unknown high-
resolution image to be estimated.

Existing super-resolution methods can be categorized in two groups: i) Reconstruction-
based super-resolution techniques, which exploit the redundancies present in images
and videos to estimate and restore an image, and ii) Learning-based super-resolution
methods, which treat the problem as an inverse problem and learn a mapping rela-
tion between the low- and high-resolution images. More detail about each category
is provided in the following subsections, while a comprehensive survey can be found
in [55].
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1.1 Reconstruction-based methods

Reconstruction-based algorithms try to address the aliasing artifacts that are present
in the observed low-resolution images due to the under-sampling process. Iterative
back projection (IBP) methods [39, 40] use the acquisition model defined in Equa-
tion (1). These methods first register a sequence of low-resolution images over the
high-resolution grid which are then averaged to estimate the high-resolution image.
IBP is then used to refine that initial solution. To facilitate convergence and increase
robustness against outliers, the authors in [83, 24] regularize the objective function
using either smoothness or sparse constraints.

These methods were later on extended by considering different fusion kernels
and including a de-blurring filter as a post-process e.g. using the Wiener Filter as
suggested in [32]. The authors in [25, 26] have shown that the median fusion of
the registered low-resolution images is equivalent to the maximum-likelihood esti-
mation and results in a robust super-resolution algorithm if the motion between the
low-resolution frames is translational. Different data fusion techniques [27] based
on adaptive averaging [66], Adaboost classification [71] and SVD-based filters [54]
were also considered. Probabilistic-based super-resolution techniques based on the
Maximum-Likelihood (ML) [14, 69] and Maximum a-Posteriori (MAP) [33] were
proposed to estimate the high-resolution frame.

More recently, a framework that extends reconstruction-based super-resolution
methods for the single image super-resolution problem was proposed in [31]. This
method is based on the observation that patches in a natural image tend to reoccur
many times inside an image, both within the same scale as well as across different
scales.

On the other hand, Lin et. al. [50] have derived the theoretical limits of reconstruction-
based super-resolution methods and proved that they can only achieve low magnifi-
cation factors (≤ 2). Moreover, these methods (except for the work in [31]) are only
applicable for video sequences, i.e. they require several low-resolution images as
input, and in general they fail to restore dynamic non-rigid objects such as faces.

Due to the limitations of reconstruction-based super-resolution, the research
community is increasingly paying more attention to learning-based super-resolution
methods, which can recover more texture detail and achieve higher magnification
factors. They also have the advantage of only needing one image as input.

1.2 Learning-based methods

The seminal work of Freeman [29] presented the first example-based (a.k.a. learning-
based) super-resolution algorithm. This class of methods employs a couple dictio-
nary of low- and corresponding high-resolution patches which are constructed by
collecting collocated patches from a set of low- and high-resolution training images.
Figure 1 illustrates the principle of how the low-resolution L and high-resolution H
dictionaries are constructed. The authors in [29] then proposed to subdivide the
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Fig. 1 Dictionary Construction for a learning-based super-resolution algorithm.

input image into low-resolution patches that are traversed in raster-scan order. At
each step, a low-frequency patch is selected by a nearest neighbour search from the
low-resolution dictionary L. The high-resolution patch is then estimated using the
collocated patch in the high-resolution dictionary H. Markov Random Fields are
then used to enforce smoothness across neighbouring patches. The reconstructed
high-resolution patches are then stitched together to form the high-resolution im-
age.

The authors in [13] observed that small patches from low- and high-resolution
images form manifolds with similar local geometry in two distinct spaces. They
then use Local Linear Embedding (LLE) to find the k-closest neighbours from L to
the i-th low-resolution patch xi to form the sub-dictionary Lk. The reconstruction
weights w are then computed using the following optimization problem

w = argmin
w
||xi−Lkw||22 subject to ∑

j
w j = 1 (2)

which has a closed form solution. The high-resolution patch ỹi is then reconstructed
using

ỹi = Hkw (3)

where Hk correspond to the k column vectors from H that correspond to the k-closest
neighbours on the low-resolution manifold. Several researchers have proposed dif-
ferent ways of estimating the combination weights w, the most notorious one is to
pose a sparsity constraint on the weights as done in [80]
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w = argmin
w
||xi−Lw||22 subject to ||w||1 (4)

that can be computed in polynomial time using sparse coding solvers and is capable
to outperform the neighbour-embedding scheme [13]. Later on, the same group has
shown in [81] that performance can be further improved using dictionary learning
techniques that jointly train the low- and high-resolution dictionaries to generate a
more compact representation of the patch pairs which simply sample a large amount
of image patch pairs as shown in Figure 1.

The authors in [19] have shown that sparse representations are affected by the dis-
tortions present in the low-resolution image, and are therefore not accurate enough
to faithfully reconstruct the original image. They then reformulate the sparse coding
problem in (4) as

w = argmin
w
||xi−Lw||22 subject to ||w||1 and ∑

j
(w j−β j)

2 ≤ ε (5)

where β is estimated from the sparse coding coefficients of neighbouring patches.
Deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) were investigated recently for

the generic super-resolution task. In [18], the authors present a shallow network
consisting of just three convolutional layers, providing substantial improvement
over sparse coding-based super-resolution methods. This model poses the super-
resolution problem as a regression problem and uses a DCNN to model a function
f (X : θ) that minimizes the following loss function

L(θ) = ∑
j

f ((X j : θ)−Y j)
2 (6)

where X j and Y j represent a set of low- and corresponding high-resolution training
images, j is an index and θ are the hyperparameters of the network. More recently,
very deep architectures were proposed in [46, 49] which employ deeper architec-
tures and residual learning, and are reported to provide state of the art performance.
The results in Figure 2 show the performance of VDSR [46] against bicubic inter-
polation where it can be clearly seen that VDSR is able to recover sharper images.

1.3 Performance Metrics

To evaluate the performance of super-resolution methods, the Peak Signal-to-Noise
ratio (PSNR) and the Structural Similarity (SSIM) index between the enhanced and
the corresponding high-resolution reference images are usually employed [74].

The PSNR is a measure of the ratio between the maximum possible power of a
signal and the power of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its representation.
The signal in this case is the reference high-resolution image Y, and the noise is the
error introduced in its estimation Ỹ by the reconstruction algorithm. Considering
gray-scale images of size N×M and gray-values in the [0,255] range, it is defined
(in dBs) as:
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Bicubic VDSR

Fig. 2 Comparing the performance of a very deep CNN (VDSR) against bicubic interpolation.

PSNR(Y, Ỹ) = 10log10

[
2552

MSE(Y, Ỹ)

]
(7)

where MSE(Y, Ỹ) is the mean squared error given by

MSE(Y, Ỹ) =

[
1

NM

M

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

∣∣Y(i, j)− Ỹ(i, j)
∣∣2] (8)

A higher PSNR generally indicates that the reconstruction is of higher quality. If
the two images are identical, MSE(Y, Ỹ) = 0, in whose case PSNR(Y, Ỹ) = ∞. The
PSNR is an estimation of the absolute error between two images. The SSIM index,
on the other hand, is a perception-based model that considers image degradation
as a perceived change in structural information. This is achieved by using first and
second order statistics of gray values on local image windows. It is computed on
various windows of an image. Given two collocated image windows y and ỹ, the
SSIM index is computed as

SSIM(y, ỹ) =
(2µyµỹ + c1)(2σyỹ + c2)(

µ2
y +µ2

ỹ + c1

)(
σ2

y +σ2
ỹ + c2

) (9)

where the parameter µy (µỹ) is the average gray value of y (ỹ), the parameter σy
(σỹ) is the variance of the gray values of y (ỹ), and σyỹ is the covariance of y and ỹ.
By default, c1 = (0.01 ∗ 255)2 and c2 = (0.03 ∗ 255)2 [79]. Also, the window size
is of 11×11, which is weighted with a circular Gaussian filter of standard deviation
1.5 before calculating local statistics. The SSIM index is computed for all pixels of
the image, which are then averaged to obtain the SSIM index of the overall image.
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The SSIM index is a decimal value between -1 and 1, and value 1 is only reachable
in the case of two identical images.

The use of super-resolution techniques in general applications is aimed at im-
proving the overall visual perception and appearance. In biometrics, however, the
aim is to improve the recognition performance [61]. While PSNR or SSIM are the
standard metrics widely used in the super-resolution literature, they are not neces-
sarily good predictors of the recognition accuracy. Human and machine evaluations
of image quality may differ, and human judgement may not be relevant to biometric
algorithms [6]. For this reason, reporting recognition performance using enhanced
images is necessary to evaluate the goodness of the reconstruction algorithm in a
biometric context.

2 Face Super-Resolution

In their seminal work in 2000, Baker and Kanade [7] exploited the fact that hu-
man face images are a relatively small subset of natural scenes and introduced the
concept of class-based super-resolution i.e. only facial images are used to learn the
coupled dictionaries L and H. This method employs a pyramid-based algorithm to
learn a prior on the derivative of the high resolution facial images as a function of
the spatial location in the image and the information from higher levels of the pyra-
mid and the solution is derived using the MAP algorithm. The authors in [36] ob-
served that similar faces share similar local structure and synthesize missing pixels
using a linear combination of spatially neighbouring pixels. This method was ex-
tended in [48] where they exploit the sparse nature of the pixel structure. However,
the performance of these reconstruction-based methods significantly degrades when
considering large magnification factors where the local pixels structure is degraded.

2.1 Face Eigentransformation

Face representation models were used in [78, 64, 12] to derive a set of low- and
high-resolution prototypes. The low-resolution face image is reconstructed using
a weighted combination of low-resolution prototypes, and the learned weights are
used to combine the high-resolution prototypes to synthesize the high-resolution
face image. To explain this principle we take the classical Eigentransformation
method [78] which was used as a baseline in several studies. The low-resolution
and high-resolution mean faces (mL and mH respectively) are computed as

m̂L =
1
M

M

∑
i=1

Li and m̂H =
1
M

M

∑
i=1

Hi (10)
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where M is the number of training faces and the notation Ki denotes the i-th column-
vector of matrix K. The coupled dictionaries are then centred using

L̄ = L−mL and H̄ = H−mH (11)

Given an input low-resolution image X, it can be approximated using a weighted
combination of centred faces using

X̃ = L̄w+mL (12)

where

w = VLΛ
− 1

2
L ET (X−mL) (13)

where VL is the eigenvector matrix, Λ L is the eigenvalue matrix and E is the
eigenface matrix which are derived by computing PCA on the covariance matrix
CL = L̄T L̄. The reconstruction of the high-resolution face image is done by simply
replacing the low-resolution dictionary L̄ with the high-resolution dictionary H̄ and
the low-resolution mean face mL with the high-resolution mean face mH in (12),
which is therefore computed using

Ỹ = H̄w+mH (14)

The above methods are able to hallucinate missing information by exploiting
the global facial structure. Nevertheless, the faces restored using these methods are
generally noisy and their quality is usually inferior to bicubic interpolation. This is
mainly attributed to the fact that the dimension of the face image is much larger than
the number of training examples which makes the dictionaries undercomplete.

More recently, the authors in [52] exploited the structure of the face and con-
structed position-dependent dictionaries, as show in Figure 3. Face images are first
aligned using affine transformation such that the eyes and mouth centres are aligned
and then they are divided into overlapping patches. Then they construct a coupled
dictionary for each patch-position. In the example in Figure 3, the high-resolution
dictionary H1 (marked in red) consists of a vectorized representation of top-left posi-
tion of all the N high-resolution images while the corresponding low-resolution dic-
tionary L1 is composed of the vectorized representations of the N low-resolution im-
ages. This simple extension reduces the dimensionality of the problem and reduces
the possibility of over fitting. During testing, the low-resolution input image X is dis-
sected into a set of overlapping patches that we shall denote as x j where j ∈ [1,N]
represents the patch-position. For each position-patch j, the authors use the coupled
low- and high-resolution dictionaries L j and H j respectively. Each patch is restored
independently and then stitched together by averaging overlapping pixels.

The authors in [52] proposed to formulate the restoration of a patch as a least
squares problem

w j = argmin
w j
||H j−L jw j||22 (15)
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LR-Face images

HR-Face images

[
HR-dictionary H1

] [
HR-dictionary HN
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LR-dictionary L1

] [
LR-dictionary LN

]
Fig. 3 Dictionary Construction using the Position-Patch principle.

which has the following closed form solution

w j =
(
LT

j L j
)† LT

j H j (16)

where † stands for the pseudo-inverse operator. Several researchers have extended
the position-patch method using different objective functions. The authors in [45]
have formulated the weight estimation problem using sparse coding

w j = argmin
w j
||H j−L jw j||22 subject to ||w j||1 (17)

which enforces the combination weights w j to be sparse. This regularization allows
deriving sharper facial images and is more robust to outliers.

2.2 Local Iterative Neighbour Embedding

One drawback of the methods of Section 2.1 is that they assume that low- and
high-resolution manifolds have similar local geometrical structure. Reconstruction
weights are estimated on the low-resolution manifold, and they are simply trans-
ferred to the high-resolution manifold. However, the low-resolution manifold is dis-
torted by the one-to-many relationship between low- and high resolution patches
[73, 47]. Therefore, the reconstruction weights estimated on the low-resolution man-
ifold do not necessarily correlate with the actual weights needed to reconstruct the
unknown high-resolution patch on the high-resolution manifold.

Motivated by this observation, the authors in [47, 37] derive a pair of projec-
tion matrices that can be used to project both low- and high-resolution patches on
a common coherent subspace. However, the dimension of the coherent sub-space is
equal to the lowest rank of the low- and high-resolution dictionary matrices. There-
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fore, the projection from the coherent sub-space to the high-resolution manifold is
ill-conditioned.

This ill-conditioning is overcome in the Locality-constrained Iterative Neigh-
bour Embedding (LINE) method presented in [43] as follows. They first estimate
the high-resolution patch v0,0 by up-scaling the low-quality patch x j using bicubic
interpolation, and initialize the intermediate dictionary as L{0}j = L j. This iterative
method has an outer-loop indexed by b ∈ [0,B− 1] and an inner-loop indexed by
c ∈ [0,C−1]. For every iteration of the inner loop, the supports s (i.e. the column-
vectors) of H j are derived as the k-nearest neighbours of vb,c. The combination
weights are then computed using

w = argmin
w
||x j−L{b}j (s)w||22 + τ||d(s)�w||22 (18)

where τ is a regularization parameter,� is the element-wise multiplication operator
and d(s) measures the Euclidean distance between the restored patch vb,c and the
k-nearest neighbours column-vectors from the high-resolution dictionary H j. This
optimization problem has an analytical solution and the high-resolution patch is
updated using

vb,c+1 = H j(s)w (19)

Once all iterations of the inner-loop are completed, the intermediate dictionary
L{b+1}

j is updated using a leave-one-out methodology as described in [43] and the
inner-loop is repeated. The final estimate of the high-resolution patch is then simply
vB,C−1.

2.3 Linear Model of Coupled Sparse Support

While the method of Section 2.2 iteratively updates the low-resolution dictionary to
restore the geometrical structure in the low-resolution manifold, it cannot guarantee
to converge to an optimal solution. Farrugia et al. [23] later presented the Linear
Model of Coupled Sparse Support (LM-CSS) which learns linear models based on
the local geometrical structure on the high-resolution manifold rather than on the
low-resolution manifold. For this, in a first step, the low-resolution patch is used to
derive a globally optimal estimate of the high-resolution patch. This is equivalent to
solving the following problem

Φ = argmin
Φ
||H j−ΦL j||22 subject to ||Φ ||22 ≤ ε (20)

which can be solved using Ridge Regression. This approximated solution is close
in Euclidean space to the ground-truth but is generally smooth and lacks the tex-
ture details needed by state-of-the-art face recognizers. The authors then search for
the sparse support that best estimates the first approximated solution on the high-
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resolution manifold where the geometric structure of manifold is intact. The derived
support is then used to extract the atoms from the coupled low- and high-resolution
dictionaries L j and H j that are most suitable to learn an up-scaling function for ev-
ery position patch. The second step reformulates the problem as in Equation (20),
where only a subset of the column vectors, defined by the support, are used to find
the solution. This work also demonstrates that sparsity leads to sharper solutions
and generally results in higher recognition accuracies. The same authors have also
demonstrated that these super-resolution techniques can be applied to restore com-
pressed low-resolution facial images [21].

2.4 Results

In the experiments reported here, we consider a composite dataset which includes
images from both Color FERET and Multi-PIE datasets, where only frontal facial
images were considered. One image per subject was randomly selected, resulting in
a dictionary of 1203 facial images. The gallery for the evaluation included images
from both FRGC-V2 (controlled environment) and MEDS datasets. One unique im-
age per subject was randomly selected, providing a gallery of 889 facial images.
The probe images were taken from the FRGC (uncontrolled environment), where
two images per subject were included, resulting in 930 probe images. All the im-
ages were registered using affine transformation computed on landmark points of
the eyes and mouth centers such that the distance between the eyes is set to 40
pixels. The probe and low-resolution dictionary images were down-sampled to the
desired scale using MATLAB’s imresize function.

The results in Table 1 and 2 evaluate the performance of different face super-
resolution techniques mentioned in this chapter in terms of both quality (PSNR and
SSIM) and recognition performance (rank-1 and Area Under the Curve) respec-
tively. It can be seen that the global Eigentransformation method [78] most of the
time performs worse than bicubic. This can be explained by the fact that while it
reconstructs a face that is visually more pleasing than the ones obtained using bicu-
bic interpolation, it fails to reliably recover the local texture detail (see example
images in Figure 4). On the other hand, the remaining patch-based schemes out-
perform bicubic interpolation in terms of both quality and recognition performance.
The VGG-Face CNN face recognition system (DeepFaces) is also found to be par-
ticularly fragile, performing considerably worse than LBP for any resolution. For
example, with a magnification factor of just 2 (Inter Eye distance = 20), its rank-1
accuracy is equal or below 40% for any reconstruction technique. It can also be no-
ticed that while Position-Patch [52] achieves higher PSNR and SSIM compared to
Sparse Position Patch [45], LINE [43] and LM-CSS with k = 50 [23], it does not
perform well in terms of face recognition performance. The authors in [23] show
experimentally using different face recognizers that the PSNR and SSIM metrics do
not correlate well with the recognition performance since they are biased to provide
high scores to blurred images. It can be seen in Figure 4 that the images restored
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Table 1 Summary of the Quality Analysis results using the PSNR and SSIM metrics on the FRGC
dataset.

Inter Eye distance
8 10 15 20

SR Method PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM
Bicubic 24.0292 0.6224 26.2024 0.7338 25.2804 0.7094 28.6663 0.8531
Eigentransformation [78] 24.3958 0.6496 26.8645 0.7504 24.9374 0.6724 27.7883 0.7892
Neighbour Embedding [13] 26.9987 0.7533 27.9560 0.7973 29.9892 0.8714 31.6301 0.9122
Position-Patches [52] 27.3044 0.7731 28.2906 0.8145 30.1887 0.8785 31.7192 0.9143
Sparse Position-Patches [45] 27.2500 0.7666 28.2219 0.8100 30.1290 0.8767 31.7162 0.9146
LINE [43] 27.0927 0.7591 28.0253 0.8009 30.0471 0.8727 31.6970 0.9131
LM-CSS [23] (k = 50) 27.1307 0.7679 28.1078 0.8093 30.0240 0.8761 31.6875 0.9139
LM-CSS [23] (k = 150) 27.4866 0.7802 28.4200 0.8009 30.3431 0.8845 31.9610 0.9209

Table 2 Summary of the Rank-1 recognition performance and Area Under the Curve (AUC) metric
using the LBP [1] and DeepFaces [65] face recognition algorithm on the FRGC dataset.

Inter Eye distance
8 10 15 20

SR Method Comparator rank-1 AUC rank-1 AUC rank-1 AUC rank-1 AUC
Bicubic LBP 0.3065 0.9380 0.5032 0.9598 0.6065 0.9708 0.7054 0.9792

DeepFaces 0.0000 0.5296 0.0000 0.5337 0.0258 0.6223 0.1903 0.7157
Eigentrans- LBP 0.2559 0.9390 0.4516 0.9554 0.5624 0.9633 0.6495 0.9688
formation [78] DeepFaces 0.0151 0.5794 0.0194 0.5954 0.0398 0.6187 0.1226 0.6612
Neighbour LBP 0.5548 0.9635 0.6398 0.9712 0.7215 0.9795 0.7559 0.9830
Embedding [13] DeepFaces 0.0151 0.5940 0.0602 0.6290 0.2086 0.6970 0.4075 0.7562
Sparse Position LBP 0.5677 0.9649 0.6441 0.9721 0.7247 0.9803 0.7570 0.9830
Patches [45] DeepFaces 0.0161 0.5870 0.0419 0.6198 0.1624 0.6880 0.3796 0.7553
Position LBP 0.4699 0.9588 0.5849 0.9675 0.6849 0.9782 0.7312 0.9812
Patches [52] DeepFaces 0.0161 0.5914 0.0398 0.6201 0.1785 0.6878 0.3559 0.7408
LINE [43] LBP 0.5925 0.9647 0.6559 0.9714 0.7323 0.9804 0.7677 0.9833

DeepFaces 0.0312 0.6036 0.07 10 0.6385 0.2161 0.7050 0.4172 0.7630
LM-CSS [23] LBP 0.6032 0.9658 0.6581 0.9722 0.7398 0.9798 0.7742 0.9833
(k = 50) DeepFaces 0.0172 0.5874 0.0484 0.6293 0.1914 0.7015 0.4022 0.7609
LM-CSS [23] LBP 0.5452 0.9644 0.6344 0.9710 0.7398 0.9801 0.7602 0.9831
(k = 150) DeepFaces 0.0151 0.5890 0.0527 0.6291 0.2108 0.7011 0.3828 0.7578

via Position-Patches are more blurred, which harms the recognition performance.
They also showed that sparse-based methods [45, 43, 23] are able to better preserve
the texture detail and thus are able to achieve higher recognition performance. The
results in Figure 4 also show that the LINE method generally reconstructs sharp fa-
cial images, although they tend to be noisy. This noise does not seem to harm the
recognition performance but it may make it hard for a human to recognize a person
from such noisy images.

One of the major problems in these methods is that they assume that the face
images are aligned and cannot be applied directly to restore faces with random
pose and orientation. The authors in [23] presented a simple method that registers
the faces in the dictionary where a set of landmark points are used to register the
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Bicubic ET [78] PP [52] SPP [45] LINE [43] LM-CSS [23]

Fig. 4 Super-resolved face images using different face super-resolution techniques with a magni-
fication factor of ×4 with an inter-eye distance of 10 pixels.

dataset with the low-resolution image using piecewise affine transformation. Any
face super-resolution method described in this chapter can then be used to restore
faces with unconstrained poses. However, this approach is computationally inten-
sive and it is difficult for a user to accurately mark the landmark points on very
low-resolution images. Following the success of deep-learning for generic super
resolution, the authors in [10] applied deep learning to directly restore facial images
at arbitrary poses without the need for pre-registration. The main advantage of this
method is that it is very fast to compute, it does not need human interaction and it
is able to restore the whole head including the hair region. Nevertheless, while the
results presented in the paper are promising, they were not assessed in terms of face
recognition performance.
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3 Iris Super-Resolution

Super-resolution was introduced to the iris modality in 2003 by Huang et al. [38].
This method learns the probabilistic relation between different frequency bands,
which is used to predict the missing high-frequency information of low-resolution
images. Reconstruction-based methods for iris started in 2006 with the work of
Barnard et al. [9], where they employed a multi-lens imaging hardware system to
capture multiple iris images. Reconstruction was done by modelling the least square
inverse problem associated with Equation (1). Later, Fahmy [20] proposed to esti-
mate high-resolution images using an auto-regressive model that fuses a sequence of
low-resolution iris images. While these two works super-resolve the original iris im-
age, most of the existing reconstruction-based methods employ the unwrapped polar
image as input. Several polar images are aligned and combined pixel-wise to obtain
a reconstructed image. Given a set of N polar iris images Xi, the super-resolved
image Ỹ is estimated as

Ỹ(x,y) =

N
∑

i=1
wiXi(x,y)

N
∑

i=1
wi

(21)

where Ỹ(x,y) is the intensity value of at pixel (x,y) of the super-resolved image,
Xi(x,y) is the intensity value at the same location of the input image i, and wi
are the combination weights. The weights can be derived to simply compute the
mean or median of the pixel values, as in [34, 56, 44]. Other studies have pro-
posed to incorporate quality measures [57, 59, 63, 35], so more weight is given to
frames with higher quality [28]. Recent reconstruction-based studies have proposed
the use of Gaussian Process Regression (GPR), Enhanced Iterated Back Projection
(EIBP) [17], and Total Variation regularization algorithms [16] to super-resolve po-
lar frames.

Regarding learning-based methods, several algorithms have been proposed to
learn the mapping between low- and high-resolution images, for example Multi-
Layer Perceptrons [70], Markov networks [51], or Bayesian modeling [2]. Some
works have also proposed to super-resolve images in the feature space, instead of the
pixel domain. This strategy has been followed with Eigeniris features [58] (similar
to Eigenfaces proposed in [76]) and with the popular iris Gabor features [62, 60].
Recent studies also make use of Convolutional Neural Networks, such as [82, 68].

Despite the now extensive literature on iris super-resolution, the majority of
works have employed near-infrared data, which is the prevalent illumination in
commercial systems. In the experiments reported in the present chapter, we study
the application of super-resolution to iris images captured in the visible range us-
ing various smartphones, using an experimental setup that represents well the selfie
biometrics scenario.
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Fig. 5 Block diagram of patch-based iris hallucination.

3.1 Iris Eigen-patches

The work [4] proposed the use of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) Eigen-
transformation of local image patches to compute a reconstructed iris image. The
technique is inspired by the system of [15] for face images. It employs the Eigen-
transformation method defined by Equations (10-14) [78], but applied to overlap-
ping patches, as shown in Figure 5. The iris images are first resized via bicubic
interpolation to have the same iris radius, and then aligned by extracting a square
region around the pupil center. Images are then divided into overlapping patches,
and a coupled dictionary is constructed for each patch-position. Each patch is re-
constructed separately, and a preliminary reconstructed image Ỹ′ is obtained by av-
eraging the overlapping regions. The authors in [15] also propose the incorporation
of a re-projection step to reduce artifacts and make the output image more similar
to the input image X. The image Ỹ′ is re-projected to X via gradient descent using

Ỹt+1 = Ỹt − τU
(
B
(
DBỸt −X

))
(22)

where U is the up-sampling matrix. The process stops when |Ỹt+1− Ỹt |< ε .

3.2 Local Iterative Neighbour Embedding

Recently, the work [5] adapted the method described in Section 2.2 to reconstruct
iris images, based on Multilayer Locality-constrained Iterative Neighbour Embed-
ding (LINE) of local image patches [43]. In the mentioned work [5], and in the
experiments reported here, update of the intermediate dictionary has not been im-
plemented. On the other hand, inspired by [15], the re-projection step described
in Section 3.1 has been incorporated in the reconstruction of iris images after the
application of the LINE algorithm.
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Fig. 6 Sample images from VSSIRIS database [67].

3.3 Results

We use the Visible Spectrum Smart-phone Iris (VSSIRIS) database [67], which con-
sists of images from 28 semi-cooperative subjects (56 eyes) captured using the rear
camera of two different smartphones (Apple iPhone 5S and Nokia Lumia 1020).
Images have been obtained in unconstrained conditions under mixed illumination
consisting of natural sunlight and artificial room light. Each eye has 5 samples per
smartphone, thus totalling 5×56=280 images per device (560 in total). Figure 6
shows some example images. All images are resized via bicubic interpolation to
have the same iris radius using MATLAB’s imresize function (we choose as tar-
get radius the average iris radius R=145 of the whole database, given by available
ground-truth). Then, images are aligned by extracting a square region of 319×319
around the sclera center (about 1.1×R). Two sample iris images after this procedure
can be seen in Figure 7, right.

Aligned and normalized high-resolution images are then down-sampled via bicu-
bic interpolation to different sizes, and then used as input low-resolution images of
the reconstruction methods. The low-resolution images are then hallucinated to the
original input size. Given an input low-resolution image, we use all available images
from the remaining eyes (of both smartphones) to train the hallucination methods
(leave-one-out). Training images are mirrored in the horizontal direction to dupli-
cate the size of the training dataset, thus having 55 eyes × 10 samples × 2 = 1100
images for training. Verification experiments are done separately for each device.
Each eye is considered as a different enrolled user. As enrolment samples, we em-
ploy original high-resolution images, whereas reconstructed images are employed
as query data. Genuine trials are done by pair-wise comparison between all available
images of the same eye, avoiding symmetric matches. Impostor trials are done by
comparing the first image of an eye to the second image of the remaining eyes. This
procedure results in 56 × 10 = 560 genuine and 56 × 55 = 3,018 impostor scores
per device.
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Table 3 Summary of the Quality Analysis results using the PSNR and SSIM metrics on the VS-
SIRIS dataset.

Magnification factor
2 4 8 16 22

SR Method PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM
Bicubic 39.2 0.96 33.55 0.88 29.93 0.8 26.77 0.75 24.97 0.72
Eigen-patches [4] 39.4 0.96 33.53 0.87 30.19 0.79 27.37 0.75 26 0.73
LINE [5] (k = 75) 38.43 0.95 31.21 0.78 26.19 0.57 26.13 0.66 25.46 0.68
LINE [5] (k = 150) 38.1 0.94 30.24 0.74 27.09 0.62 26.87 0.71 25.85 0.71
LINE [5] (k = 300) 37.65 0.93 28.87 0.67 28.76 0.72 27.25 0.73 26.06 0.72
LINE [5] (k = 600) 36.8 0.92 30.36 0.74 29.57 0.76 27.41 0.74 26.15 0.73
LINE [5] (k = 900) 35.92 0.9 31.59 0.79 29.82 0.77 27.45 0.74 26.17 0.73

The results in Tables 3 and 4 show the performance of different iris super-
resolution techniques mentioned in this chapter in terms of both quality (PSNR
and SSIM) and Equal Error Rate verification performance, respectively. It can be
observed that the two trained reconstruction methods evaluated outperform bicu-
bic interpolation. Its advantage is more evident at very high magnification factors,
where the biggest differences in quality metrics and verification performance occur.
An interesting observation is that the different evaluation metrics employed here do
not show the same tendency or relative difference as resolution changes. For exam-
ple, the PSNR of bicubic interpolation is similar to that of the best trained method
up to a magnification factor of 8; but with bigger magnification factors, the trained
reconstruction methods achieve higher PSNR. The SSIM, on the other hand, re-
mains similar. And despite the PSNR or SSIM being similar or not, the verification
performance of bicubic is much worse than the trained methods, regardless of the
magnification factor employed. This demonstrates again that image quality metrics
are not necessarily good predictors of the recognition performance [6].

Regarding the two trained methods evaluated, there is no clear winner. Regarding
the neighborhood size k of LINE, there are no conclusive results either. The choice
of k does not seem to have a significant impact on the performance. Only with a
magnification factor of 22, there is a clear tendency for a bigger value of k. It can
be seen in Figure 7 that the images restored with a bigger k are more blurred (due
to more patches being averaged), but this seems to be positive for the recognition
performance nevertheless. It is also worth noting that the verification performance
using trained reconstruction remains similar to the baseline performance up to a
magnification factor of 8 (which corresponds to an image size of only 29×29). This
would allow to keep query images of very low size without sacrificing performance,
with positive implications for example if there are data storage or transmission re-
strictions.
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Table 4 Summary of the EER recognition performance (in %) using the Log-Gabor iris recogni-
tion algorithm [53] on the VSSIRIS dataset.

iPhone Nokia
Magnification factor Magnification factor

SR Method 2 4 8 16 22 2 4 8 16 22
High-resolution 8.04 7.5
Bicubic 14.47 13.88 14.79 16.14 18.47 11.24 10.38 10.88 12.36 14.93
Eigen-patches [4] 8.38 8.33 7.96 8.96 10.68 7.61 7.09 7.3 9.55 10.54
LINE [5] (k = 75) 7.94 8.28 8.56 9.98 13.55 7.67 8 8.05 9.27 12.65
LINE [5] (k = 150) 8.17 8.73 8.12 9.59 12.55 7.75 8.03 8.19 9.81 11.79
LINE [5] (k = 300) 8.17 8.52 8.88 9.57 12 7.65 8.56 7.81 9.44 10.75
LINE [5] (k = 600) 8.03 8.77 8.54 9.59 11.53 7.65 7.95 7.62 9.98 10.22
LINE [5] (k = 900) 8.03 8.11 8.33 9.61 10.59 7.75 7.71 7.64 9.37 10.7

Fig. 7 Super-resolved iris images using different iris super-resolution techniques with a magnifi-
cation factor of ×22.

4 Summary and Future Trends

Face and iris biometrics are two well-explored modalities, with systems yielding
state-of-the-art performance in controlled scenarios. However, the use of more re-
laxed acquisition environments, like the one represented in selfie biometrics, is
pushing image-based biometrics towards the use of low-resolution imagery. If not
tackled properly, low resolution images can pose significant problems in terms of
reduced performance. In this context, super-resolution techniques can be used to en-
hance the quality of low-resolution images to improve the recognition performance
of existing biometric systems.

Super-resolution is a core topic in computer vision, with many techniques pro-
posed to restore low-resolution images [55, 74]. However, compared with the ex-
isting literature in generic super-resolution, super-resolution in biometrics is a rela-
tively recent topic [61]. This is because most approaches are general-scene, designed
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to produce overall visual enhancement. They try to improve the quality of the image
by minimizing objective measures, such as the Peak Signal-to-Noise (PSNR), which
does not necessarily correlate with better recognition performance [3]. Images from
a specific biometric modality have particular local and global structures that can
be exploited to achieve a more efficient up-sampling [8]. For example, recovering
local texture details is essential for face and ocular images due to the prevalence
of texture-based recognition in these modalities [41]. This chapter has presented an
overview of the image super-resolution topic, with emphasis on the reconstruction
of face and iris images in the visible spectrum, which are the two prevalent modal-
ities in selfie biometrics. We investigate several existing techniques, and evaluate
their application to reconstruct face and iris images.

Despite promising performance of super-resolution methods for facial or ocular
images under well-controlled conditions, they degenerate when encountering im-
ages from uncontrolled environments, as for example non-frontal views, expression
or lightning changes [77]. Future trends in biometrics super-resolution therefore
relate to designing effective approaches to cope with these variations. For exam-
ple, one limitation of existing studies is that low-resolution images are simulated
by down-sampling high-resolution images due to the lack of databases with low-
resolution and corresponding high-resolution reference images. As a result, vari-
ations in pose, illumination or expression are not yet fully considered, neither the
associated artifacts introduced (e.g. compression, noise or blur). In addition, prior to
down-sampling, images are aligned by manual annotation of landmarks (eyes, nose,
etc.) followed by affine transformation. All super-resolution schemes employed in
the biometric literature are heavily affected by imprecise image alignment, even by
small amounts; however, real low-resolution images usually have blurring, and so
many ambiguities exist for landmark localization or segmentation, thus making a
necessity the use of reconstruction schemes capable of working under imprecise
alignment.
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